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Abstract— In recent years, enteromorpha prolifera detection
has received increasing attention. Supervised learning with
remote sensing images can achieve satisfactory performances
for green tide monitoring. However, data distributions be-
tween images obviously differ, and it would be too costly
to label a massive amount of images for enteromorpha
prolifera detection. Thus, this paper focuses on detecting
enteromorpha prolifera using not only limited labelled data,
but also a large amount of unlabelled data. We propose an
effective semi-supervised clustering framework for entero-
morpha prolifera detection, which can reduce the labelling
cost and alleviate the overfitting problem. Experimental
results prove the effectiveness and potential of our approach,
with almost a 15% increase from baseline. In addition, the
proposed approach can provide quantitative assessments for
band data of moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer
(MODIS) images, and several often ignored bands, such as
bands 5, 6, and 7, are shown to be useful for enteromorpha
prolifera detection.

Index Terms— enteromorpha detection, semi-supervised
clustering, remote sensing images

I. INTRODUCTION

ENteromorpha prolifera is a type of green algae that is
widely distributed along the coastal areas of China

[1]. Its natural reproductive capacity and environmental
adaptability are particularly strong, and it may provoke
a green tide under suitable conditions. In recent years,
frequent occurrences of green tide have resulted in great
losses for offshore tourism and aquaculture. Therefore, the
rapid and accurate tracking and detection of green tides
are urgent issues that must be solved.

Recently, various kinds of data were utilised for en-
teromorpha prolifera detection, such as sonar data [2],
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aerial images [3], and remote sensing images [4]. With
the rapid development of remote sensing technology and
data sharing, remote sensing images, such as moderate
resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS), have be-
come the main data source to monitor green tides [4]–[7].
For example, Xing et al. [5] adopted a dynamic threshold
strategy to detect enteromorpha prolifera based on multi-
temporal and multi-source remote sensing images. Gu et
al. [6] incorporated three modes of data, namely satel-
lite optical, satellite microwave, and aerospace remote
sensing, and used a decision tree algorithm to determine
whether a sample was enteromorpha prolifera. Shi et al.
[7] employed the fuzzy c-means method with images from
the HJ-1A/1B satellites charge-coupled device sensor to
complete the classification task for enteromorpha prolifera
detection.

It is certain that enteromorpha prolifera detection with
supervised learning can effectively work. Generally, train-
ing samples are obtained from one image or a collec-
tion of images through artificial visual interpretation.
The training set is then used to understand a model
for identifying unrecognised or uncertain (some island-
s appear as enteromorpha prolifera in remote sensing
images) enteromorpha prolifera in the same image or
collection. However, there exist two major problems with
this approach. Firstly, remote sensing data nowadays
increase at an exponential rate, and with such a mas-
sive amount of images, human labelling is too costly
and unsuitable for the rapid automation of monitoring
green tide. Secondly, due to a multitude of reasons, such
as weather and solar flares, data distributions between
images obviously differ, making it a challenge to detect
enteromorpha prolifera through supervised learning with
insufficient training samples. Table I shows the classifi-
cation accuracy of supervised methods on five images.
E1-E5 stands for five remote sensing images. ”Combine”
denotes the combination of the five images. Enteromorpha
prolifera detection is treated as a binary classification to
determine whether a sample has enteromorpha prolifera
or not, we test supervised learning methods on E1-E5
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TABLE I.
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY.

Dataset One rule Decision tree Support Vector Machine
E1 100% 100% 93.75%
E2 90% 91.5% 90%
E3 84.75% 84.75% 81%
E4 95.25% 99.5% 97.5%
E5 95% 92% 94.5%

Combine 75.44% 95.56% 93.2%

and ”Combine”. As shown in Table I, the supervised
methods can achieve a good performance. Nevertheless,
when setting E1 as the training set and other images as the
test sets, the method is ineffective, with the accuracy rate
falling to 50%. The reason for this is because the training
set is insufficient for supervised learning, which brings
about the overfitting problem. There thus exists a trade-off
between labelling costs and classification accuracy, while
it is also complicated to determine the amount of training
images and the sampling strategy needed for supervised
learning.

To overcome these problems, this paper introduces
semi-supervised learning for enteromorpha prolifera
detection. Differing from supervised learning, semi-
supervised learning [8]–[10] can efficiently make use of
a small amount of labelled data (or prior knowledge) and
a large number of unlabelled data. And semi-supervised
learning has been widely applied to many fields, such
as text mining [11] and bioinformatics [12]. Thus, we
propose a novel framework for enteromorpha prolifera
detection with semi-supervised clustering based on metric
learning. On the one hand, the supplement size of the
labelled data for semi-supervised learning is much smaller
than for supervised learning, but the semi-supervised
approach can effectively utilise unlabelled data to im-
prove the classification accuracy. On the other hand, this
method can alleviate the overfitting problem using par-
tition samples according to their similarities as opposed
to the learning classification model. In addition, attribute
weights can be obtained through metric learning, which
is useful for identifying the critical band for green tide
detection.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
II, we propose a semi-supervised learning framework
for enteromorpha prolifera detection. In section III, we
compare the performance of our approach with k-means
on nine MODIS images, and apply the proposed approach
to green tide monitoring. Finally, we conclude the paper
and discuss some future work in Section IV.

II. SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING FRAMEWORK FOR
ENTEROMORPHA PROLIFERA DETECTION

Traditional unsupervised clustering automatically
groups similar objects, while separating different
objects without providing a training set. Nevertheless,
this strategy has many disadvantages, such as poor
performance, unreadable clustering results, and limited
ability to satisfy user requirements. To solve these
problems, semi-supervised clustering has emerged as
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Figure 1. Main flow of our framework.

a solution, as it incorporates a small amount of prior
knowledge so as to guide the clustering procedure and
obtain better performances [13] [14].

This paper aims to use semi-supervised clustering with
limited prior knowledge to detect enteromorpha prolifera
in a large amount of unlabelled images and thus provide
a promising strategy for the automation of green tide
monitoring. Figure 1 demonstrates the main flow of
our framework. Firstly, we pre-processed remote sensing
images and extracted enteromorpha prolifera and non-
enteromorpha prolifera pixels to obtain datasets. Subse-
quently, we generated pairwise constraints based on labels
and utilised semi-supervised clustering incorporating pair-
wise constraints to partition the datasets into two clusters.
Finally, we identified the categories of the two clusters
according to the labels, so as to detect enteromorpha
prolifera.

A. Data pre-processing

MODIS images have three different resolutions: 1km,
500m, and 250m. The satellite transits China twice every
morning, with the monitoring areas covering the coastal
waters of Qingdao, the Yellow Sea, and the East China
Sea. Thus, it is conducive for accessing important entero-
morpha prolifera information, such as the covered area,
distribution, and drift trends.

We selected MODIS HKM images from the American
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 1 as our
data source, and each pixel in the images had seven bands
of information. As many factors, such as attitude, altitude,
and speed of aircrafts, may cause geometric distortions,
we implemented more detailed pre-processing for the
remote sensing images, such as geometric correction.
Further, we extracted enteromorpha prolifera and non-
enteromorpha prolifera samples from a small number of
labelled images. The band information between the land
and ocean was obviously different. Thus, it is feasible

1http://rapidfire.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/realtime
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to distinguish the land and ocean using coastline extrac-
tion [15] or according to latitude and longitude data.
Finally, we select pixels from the normal ocean as non-
enteromorpha prolifera samples, and obtain enteromorpha
prolifera samples from the sea area with the green tide.

B. Semi-supervised clustering based on metric learning

Given a set of pixels P = {p1, ...,pP}, a must-link
constraint set S, and a cannot-link set D, the objective
of clustering was to effectively partition P into k(k = 2)
clusters using prior knowledge.

1) Pairwise constraints: Pairwise constraints is a pop-
ular type of instance-level knowledge in semi-supervised
learning, and have become a common form to express
user requirements. For instance, in the global positioning
system (GPS) for intelligent navigation application, it
is reasonable to determine whether the two GPS points
of one car are on the same lane using trace contiguity
and maximum separation [16]. Moreover, compared with
labels, pairwise constraints are more consistent with the
clustering objective as they focus on the differences
between objects.

Pairwise constraints consists of must-link constraint set
S and cannot-link constraint set D.

• If pi and pj are in the same cluster, (pi,pj) belongs
to S.

• If pi and pj are in different clusters, (pi,pj) belongs
to D.

Given the limited amount of labels, we obtained the
pairwise constraints based on whether the labels of two
pixels were the same or not. Further, we generated a larger
amount of prior knowledge according to the properties of
pairwise constraints. Provided that cluster number was 2,
if (pi,pj) ∈ S and (pi,pl) ∈ D, (pi,pj) belonged to D;
if (pi,pj) ∈ S and (pi,pm) ∈ S, (pj ,pm) belonged to
S; if (pi,pl) ∈ D and (pl,po) ∈ D, (pj ,po) belonged
to S.

2) Learning new metric with pairwise constraints: As
an important semi-supervised clustering strategy, metric
learning can learn new metric by solving optimisation,
which aims to satisfy prior knowledge as much as pos-
sible. Xing et al. [13] proposed an effective convex opti-
misation to learn new metrics with pairwise constraints,
which ensures the distances between objects belong to the
must-link constraint set S as small as possible. As Xing′s
method is both effective and efficient, our optimisation is
constructed in accordance with this method.

minw

∑
(pi,pj)∈S

Dw(pi,pj) + λwTw

s.t. ∑
(pi,pj)∈D

Dw(pi,pj) ≥ 1

w ≽ 0 (1)

The first term of the objective function aims to reduce
the differences between pixels belonging to the must-
link constraint set S; the second term is the regulation
term which ensures the consistent of band weights; the
constraint means the differences between pixels belonging
to the cannot-link constraint set D should be large enough.
Dw(., .) =

∑d
j=1 wjdϕ(., .), where dϕ(., .) corresponds

to the Bregman divergences; d stands for the dimension
number of the dataset, and d = 7, as the MODIS image
used in this paper has seven bands. The Bregman diver-
gences [17] can be applied to many useful distances, such
as Itakura-Saito, Mahalanobis, Squared Euclidean, and so
on. Thus, this paper utilises the Bregman divergences
as the metric of our framework so as to improve its
expansibility.

On the condition that ϕ : S → R is a strictly convex
function defined on a convex set S ⊆ Rd to ensure that
ϕ is differentiable on ri(S), the Bregman divergences dϕ
are defined as follows:

dϕ(pi,pj) = ϕ(pi)− ϕ(pj)− < pi − pj , ϕ(pj) > (2)

where ∇ϕ is the gradient vector of ϕ.
Given the different function ϕ, the Bregman diver-

gences can be transformed into different types of dis-
tances. For example, given ϕ(x) = x2, dϕ(x, y) =
(x − y)2, and Dw(., .) becomes a parameterised square
Euclidean distance, Dw(x,y) =

∑d
j=1 wj(xj − yj)

2. In
this paper, we utilize the parameterised square Euclidean
distance when constructing the optimization with pairwise
constraints.

3) Algorithm procedure: Generally, k-means clustering
contains two steps: step 1, assigning each pixel to the
nearest cluster; step 2, re-estimating the cluster represen-
tations. The two steps are iterated until convergence is
obtained.

In this paper, we firstly employed the large-scale op-
timisation software, MOSEK, to solve the optimisation.
After solving the optimisation, the obtained metric was
used to assign the cluster index for step 1. Cluster repre-
sentations were then obtained by computing the arithmetic
mean of clusters for step 2. The procedure of the semi-
supervised clustering was as follows:

4) Identifying categories of clusters: As an unsuper-
vised method, clustering cannot determine the categories
of objects. To identify categories of clusters, this paper
counted the number of labelled enteromorpha prolifera
samples in each cluster and then assigned the cluster with
a greater number of enteromorpha prolifera samples as the
enteromorpha prolifera class, with the other cluster being
normal ocean class.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we validate the effectiveness of our
approach with several experimental results.

A. Datasets and experimental setting

We downloaded nine MODIS images from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration site and named
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Algorithm 1: Procedure of semi-supervised clustering
Input: Pixel dataset P , must-link set S, cannot-link

set D.
Output: Two Clusters obtained with semi-

supervised clustering.
Procedure Begin
Step 1: Integrate must-link set S and cannot-link
set D by constructing the optimisation according to
formula (1);
Step 2: Solve the optimisation problem to obtain the
weight vector of bands w;
Step 3: Scale all the pixels based on the band weight
vector w;
Step 4: Divide the scaled dataset into two clusters
using the k-means algorithm.
Procedure End

them E1 to E9. In the experiments, we extracted the
training set from E1, and then respectively combined
E1 and the other images to obtain eight datasets. When
providing 2m (m is a positive integer) labelled pixels,
we generated m must-link constraints and 1.2m cannot-
link constraints for the semi-supervised clustering 2. In
addition, we set d for the parameter λ in the objective
function of the optimisation (1).

B. Evaluation criteria

Two common clustering external indexes, NMI and
Purity, were used to evaluate the clustering results and
Accuracy was adopted to evaluate the accuracy of entero-
morpha prolifera detection.

Normalised mutual information is one type of measure
based on information entropy and is widely adopted [14]
[19].

NMI(C,B) = I(C,B)√
H(C)H(B)

=

∑k
i=1

∑k
j=1 nij log

n·nij

ni·nj√∑k
i=1 nilog

ni

n

∑k
j=1 nj log

nj

n

(3)

Here, H presents the entropy and I computes the
mutual information. C presents the clustering results after
applying our approach to partition P , while B denotes
the pre-specified structure. n represents the number of
pixels in the dataset. The number of items in C and B are
both k. We use nj to express the object number in the
ith cluster and nj in the jth cluster; nij thus denotes the
item number included in ith and jth cluster.

Purity built one-to-one correspondences between the
clusters and classes, and measured the proximity of the
cluster assignments to the pre-specified structure.

Purity(C,B) =
max(

∑k
i=1 ni,Map(i))

n
(4)

2The ratio between must-link and cannot-link constraints was set
according to [18]

TABLE II.
CLUSTERING ACCURACY UNDER PURITY/NMI INDEX.

Dataset k-means our approach

E2 0.6167/0.1677 0.8333/0.4791
E3 0.5000/0 0.7481/0.5000
E4 0.7086/0.2029 0.7818/0.3013
E5 0.7481/0.3285 0.8525/0.5757
E6 0.8249/0.4751 0.8937/0.6040
E7 0.7536/0.3507 0.7692/0.3735
E8 0.6182/0.1481 0.7481/0.3283
E9 0.5307/0.2419 0.8237/0.6750
mean 0.6626/0.2394 0.8063/0.4796

Here, C stands for the cluster indexes, B for the under-
lying class labels, and i for the cluster index. Map(i) is
the class label corresponding to the cluster index i, and
ni,Map(i) is the number of pixels not only belonging to
cluster i, but also class Map(i).

Accuracy is a simple index used to calculate the con-
sistency of results with the underlying class labels for
classification.

Accuracy(C,B) =
∑k

i=1 ni

n
(5)

Here, C stands for classification results while B presents
the underlying class labels. i represents the category index
and ni the number of correct instances for category i.

C. Comparison with k-means

Tables II and III provide the empirical results of our
approaches in comparison to k-means clustering. Each
result was generated using 20 trials. We provided 10%
labelled data and generated 5% must-link constraints and
6% cannot-link constraints for each dataset. As shown in
Tables II and III, the clustering quality and classification
accuracy of our approach were better than the k-means
on the whole datasets. Table IV shows the t-test results
comparing our approach to k-means. This index indicates
that the improvement observed with our proposed method
was statistically obvious.

The experimental results also demonstrated the effec-
tiveness of category identification, as the accuracy was
mostly in line with the purity with the exception of the E4
dataset. This was because the clustering did not function
as expected, and all of the pixels in E4 were partitioned
into the same cluster. The reason was that this image
contained heavy fog, which had a negative influence on
sampling.

Through the metric learning, band information could
be organised according to the weights calculated, and we
find, band 2 > band 5 > band 6 > band 4 > band 1 >
band 7 > band 3. Obviously, band 2 is the most important
of all. It is consistent with the traditional methods in
marine remote sensing [4]. In addition, bands 5, 6, and 7
were also important and useful for enteromorpha prolifera
detection, even though they are often neglected by the
marine experts.
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TABLE III.
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY.

Dataset k-means our approach

E2 0.6167 0.8333
E3 0.5000 0.7481
E4 0.5101 0.5792
E5 0.7481 0.8525
E6 0.8249 0.8937
E7 0.7536 0.7692
E8 0.6051 0.7481
E9 0.5307 0.8237
mean 0.6361 0.7810

TABLE IV.
T-TEST OF OUR APPROACH VS. k-MEANS

Dataset NMI Purity Accuracy

E2 2.2828e-006 2.2828e-006 2.2828e-006
E3 0 7.9678e-299 7.9678e-299
E4 9.7101e-006 1.8137e-006 0.1923
E5 3.7652e-005 3.7572e-005 3.7572e-005
E6 0.0022 0.0060 0.0060
E7 8.9731e-027 6.5897e-027 6.5897e-027
E8 2.2834e-006 2.2828e-006 2.2828e-006
E9 0.0014 9.7640e-004 9.7640e-004

D. Classification performance versus labels

As shown in Figures 2 and 3, we demonstrated the
performance versus the number of labels for the E5
and E9 datasets. With an increasing number of labels,
we provided more pairwise constraints as stated in the
experiment setting. It was clear that our approach was
superior to the k-means method. However, the perfor-
mance of our approach was deduced with the increase in
labels. There are two possible reasons for this. On the one
hand, the incoherence between must-link and cannot-link
constraints may decrease the clustering quality, especially
in cases of large amounts of prior knowledge [20]. On the
other hand, it may cause the overfitting problem to learn
with a large number of labels extracted from E1.
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Figure 2. Performance versus labels for the E5 dataset.
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Figure 3. Performance versus labels for the E9 dataset.

Figure 4. Artificial visual interpretation of the E5 image.

E. Green tide monitoring application

Finally, we applied the proposed approach to green tide
monitoring. During the period from May 14th to July 17th
in 2008, greed tide occurred in the sea area of Qingdao,
China. Thus, we select two MODIS images on May 31st
and June 29th, E5 and E9 images, to test our approach.

Figures 4 and 6 are the artificial visual interpretation
of E5 and E9 images. Figures 5 and 7 demonstrate the
detection effect on the E5 and E9 images, respectively.
According to the previous analysis, we select 10% la-
belled pixels in E1 images for semi-supervised clustering.
As shown in Figures 5 and 7, Our approach was thus
successful in effectively identifying green tide according
to the real disaster area marked by the artificial visual
interpretation. In particular, due to the thick curtain of
fog in the E9 image, its performance was not as great as
the E5 image.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes an efficient semi-supervised clus-
tering framework for enteromorpha prolifera detection,
which provides a promising strategy incorporating limited
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Figure 5. Green tide detection for the E5 image.

Figure 6. Artificial visual interpretation of the E9 image.

Figure 7. Green tide detection for the E9 image.

labelled data and a large amount of unlabelled data for
the automation of green tide monitoring. With few labels,
we generated pairwise constraints for semi-supervised
clustering and then adopted metric learning to incorporate
pairwise constraints, so as to partition the pixel set into
two clusters. Finally, we identified the corresponding cat-
egories of clusters for enteromorpha prolifera detection by
counting the amount of enteromorpha prolifera samples.
Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our
approach, which is promising for using the weights of
band information obtained based on metric learning to
monitor green tide.

In the future, we aim to design a more systematic
method by combing multi-source remote sensing images
and implementing an effective toolkit for the automation
of green tide monitoring. Other work involves apply-
ing and comparing the performance of metric learning
strategy with other semi-supervised learning algorithms
for enteromorpha prolifera detection. Active learning will
also be introduced into the semi-supervised clustering
procedure.
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